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>> Founding Principle #3: Provide First Class Service <<
We understand that change is scary. Implementing a new EHR is a big darn deal,
whether you’re migrating from another program or PIMSY is your first electronic
system. Either way, there’s a steep learning curve for both the EHR itself – and how
your organization’s daily operations will shift to accommodate it.
Your staff may be resistant to embrace these changes; they might be intimidated
by technology or simply attached to the old way of doing things. We get it, and our
Team is adept at helping “old school” employees feel safe to transition to new
methods, whether it’s your front desk staff or providers.

....
“I don’t care if you have the best program in the world. if you
can’t use it, then it doesn’t help you.” – Seth H., Clinical Director
We also understand that each role within an agency is going to have a different
perspective of PIMSY. A clinician will need vastly different system access in contrast
with a front desk administrator, or a biller on the back end. We tailor training to
maximize the investment of each department, helping them feel confident in the
parts of PIMSY they require access to, but not bogging them down with
unnecessary screens.
We empower each employee in your organization to best utilize PIMSY for their role
and specific needs.

....

“I have been working with PIMSY and learning the system for about
6 months, and their customer service is remarkable. They all take
the time to walk you through any issues you have and if they don’t
have the answer they are sure to get back to you for a follow up to
resolve the situation.” – Aloha B., HR Director
Rest assured that the PIMSY Team will appropriately address any issues, questions,
concerns or requests you might have. We’ve been horrified at stories we’ve heard
from our customers about other vendors who didn’t answer their questions, didn’t
respond to requests for help, and – worst of all – made it clear that they didn’t
really care whether or not a resolution was implemented.
That perspective is anathema to us, as we value every one of our customers, know
them by name, and check in with them regularly. We make sure that they’re still
happy with PIMSY, see if their organization’s practices have changed – and if so,
empower them with functionality to support their evolution. We check in about
changes in personnel, additional training needs, and how PIMSY can grow with their
agency.
We will never leave you uninvolved, uninformed or unappreciated.

....
“Your customer support could not be any better. It’s a huge part
of why we trust this product so much.” Jennifer K., Billing
Specialist
Every one of us knows what it feels like to have a challenge, frustration, or question
about technology and feel helpless. You know what you want; you just don’t know
how to get there – and if there’s no one available to help, it can make you feel
powerless. There are enough unavoidable moments in our lives like that; your EHR
shouldn’t be one of them!
Our Kudos page is so chock-full of quotes about our powerful customer service
team, we can’t even list them all. But suffice to say that you can count on us to
fulfill your support requests. We may not be able to magically produce an answer in
that exact moment; but we will communicate with you every step of the way and
make sure that your concerns are appropriately resolved, to the best of our
abilities. You’ll always know what we’re doing to address your needs.
You can depend on us to be prompt, professional, and responsive.

>> how can PIMSY help you weather the pandemic? <<
PIMSY offers functionality to operate your agency remotely - and it's been in place
for years. Here's just one example of how it can help keep your doors open:

EASY, FAST CUSTOMIZATION
One of PIMSY's greatest strengths has always been its customization capabilities.
We offer so many ways to quickly modify the program to meet your needs: we have
hundreds of settings we can easily turn on & off; we can create custom scripts
based on your requirements; and our Q&A functionality gives you the capability to
make changes on your own.
We can tailor PIMSY to your specifications: click here for details.

We'd like to share a simple fact that brings us joy:
Did you know... that a study measuring the effects of music found that cows
produce more milk when listening to soothing music? They produce the most when
listening to R.E.M’s “Everybody Hurts.” :)
#mentalhealthbreak #beautyinthetimeofcovid #findthegoodstuff
(follow us on Instagram for more uplifting content...)

PIMSY Covers Both HIPAA - and 42 CFR Part 2
While almost every EHR on the market offers HIPAA security & safeguards, not all of
them provide the functionality to support 42 CFR Part 2. For many Substance Use
facilities, HIPAA’s not enough!
If you’re a clinician that offers treatment for SUDs (Substance Use Disorder), you
probably have to adhere to the stricter mandates of 42 CFR Part 2 – and need an
EHR program that can support these protocols.

What is 42 CFR Part 2 and to whom does it apply?
Along with HIPAA, 42 CFR (US Federal Code of Regulations), Part 2 aims to protect
the confidentiality of those receiving treatment of SUDs by prohibiting
unauthorized disclosures of patient records, except in limited circumstances.
Because it applies to any individual or entity that is federally assisted and provides
alcohol or drug use diagnosis, treatment, or referral for treatment (42 CFR § 2.11),
it applies to many drug and alcohol treatment providers & programs.
Part 2 recognizes the sensitivity of SUD patient records by requiring a special court
order, before turning over client records, in response to a subpoena, search
warrant, or law enforcement request.

How does it differ from HIPAA?
HIPAA applies to organizations that transmit or receive billing data electronically
and is generally less prohibitive in sharing PHI than Part 2:
// One of the most important differences between Part 2 and HIPAA is the privacy
protections for patient records in criminal & civil legal proceedings, as outlined
above. Unlike other types of protected health information, SUD records may expose
a patient to criminal liability or other negative legal consequences that HIPAA does
not protect against.
// HIPAA allows disclosures of SUD treatment information to health plans without

the patient’s consent – including those entities with collections, fundraising,
consumer reporting, and underwriting functions.

This means that that people undergoing alcohol and/or drug treatment may be
more likely to lose health insurance or even their employment. Part 2 requires
client consent authorizing disclosure of SUD records for treatment, payment, or
healthcare operations.
continue reading...

For details about these features - or for more information about
how PIMSY can keep your agency afloat during the pandemic (and
beyond) - contact: hello@pimsyehr.com // 877.334.8512, ext 1
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